1. Define “Enplanements”

2. What does “RPM” stand for?

3. What is the definition of “RPM” (write the equation)

4. What does “ASM” stand for?

5. Write the definition of “ASM” (write the equation)

6. What is “System Load Factor”

7. Write the definition for “System Load Factor” (write the equation)

8. What is Yield (write the equation)

9. Identify 7 factors that have resulted in improved “Yield” since 1928
10. What is a Stage-length?

11. Describe the temporal behavior of U.S. Airline profits

12. What is Essential Air Service (EAS). What problem does it solve?

13. Why is gate-to-gate velocity lower for short stage-length flights than long stage-length flights

14. What is the money in the Airport & Airway Trust Fund (A&ATF) used for

15. What are the two main reasons the A&ATF is running low